WALK-IN INTERVIEW ON 30/07/2013
ONE JRF

One Junior Research fellow (JRF) has to be recruited in the DBT Research project
“Production of Recombinant Phytase of the Thermophilic Mould Sporotrichum
thermophile and its Applications”, sanctioned to Dr Bijender Singh, Assistant Professor,
Department of Microbiology, M.D. University, Rohtak-124001.

Interested candidates may reach to the office of Head/Principal Investigator along with their
curriculum vitae and attested copies of the all testimonial along with additional
qualifications, if any like MPhil, NET\GATE etc on 30/07/2013. No TA/DA will be paid
for attending interview and no separate interview letters will be issued. The candidates can
also email their CV before 30/07/2013.

Minimum Qualifications (JRF): M.Sc. Microbiology/Biotechnology or any branch of Life
Sciences. Candidate with NET will be preferred.

Fellowship amount: 16,000/- per month + HRA or as per DBT guidelines

Dr. Bijender Singh
Principal Investigator
Department of Microbiology
MD University, Rohtak-124001, HARYANA
E-mail: ohlanbs@gmail.com